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In this presentation it is argued that lower secondary mathematics textbooks in 
England, France and Germany place different emphases on 'connectivity' of 
mathematical knowledge. The research on which this presentation is based 
(Economic and Social Research Council, Grant Number R000223046) investigates 
similarities and differences of mathematics textbooks at lower secondary level in the 
three countries. The aim is to understand the range of ways in which commonly 
taught topics in secondary mathematics are addressed in textbooks, in order to widen 
our understanding of how mathematics is perceived in the different contexts, of the 
pedagogical ‘intentions’ of mathematics textbooks, and of how mathematics is 
'prepared' and presented for understanding.
In order to analyse mathematics textbooks, popular selling textbooks from each 
country were statistically sampled and analysed on the basis of a schedule which 
draws on the range of ideas in the literature and which had been devised particularly 
for this project. (In addition, observations and interviews revealed teachers' views on 
the use of mathematics textbooks, but this strand of the study will not be the focus of 
the presentation.) 
In this poster presentation the findings with respect to the mathematical area of 
'Directed Numbers' are being reported, and with respect to 'connectedness' involving 
connections between topics in and out of mathematics, between mathematics and 
particular contexts, the progression of mathematical ideas, and connections between 
textbooks used in subsequent years.
What became apparent from the data collected was that textbooks in different 
countries provide different (mis)representations of mathematics for their students in 
schools. Whereas in some countries students are inundated with skills, procedures 
and disconnected mathematical knowledge, in others students are allowed to develop 
an appreciation of its interconnectedness and generalisable nature.
Looking at textbooks and different representations of knowledge in different 
countries helps to sharpen the focus of analysis by suggesting new perspectives. 
Further, the former approaches may encourage  teachers, and in particular student 
teachers, to prepare and present mathematical knowledge for pupil understanding in a 
non-fragmented and interconnected way. 
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In the era of information and technology, mathematics teachers need to take 
advantage of ICT(Information & Communication Technology) in their lessons. The 
purpose of this study was to foster professional development of pre-service 
elementary school teachers in terms of incorporating ICT in mathematics lesson 
plans in a way to achieve their instructional goals. The subjects were about 170 
juniors who took a course of elementary mathematics teaching method for fall 
semester in 2003. 

We emphasized that lesson plans with ICT should consider the characteristics of 
elementary mathematics teaching and learning, student-centered activities, 
development of mathematical power, effective use of various multimedia materials, 
connection to real-life contexts. Whereas previous studies tended to focus mainly on 
developing teaching activities per se, this research underlined not only activities but 
also plans in order to improve overall instructional design ability of prospective 
teachers.

We developed six instructional models using ICT that are appropriate to elementary 
mathematics teaching. Learning the different aspects of the models, the pre-service 
teachers developed their own lesson plans, which were reviewed by teacher 
educators as well as in-service teachers and were partly applied to mathematics 
classrooms. Given the various feedbacks, 229 lesson plans were finally developed 
and have been serviced through EDUNET, the most comprehensive educational 
information service on-line system in Korea. This poster presents exemplary lesson 
plans and instructional activities with each model. 

                                          
1 This study was supported by the Korea Education & Research Information Service Grant in 2003.�




